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Today's Insight

The Hardest Fight Comes After Mosul Falls | Fritz Lodge, The Cipher Brief
After eight months of grinding conflict, Iraqi commanders are now confident that the battle
to retake Mosul from ISIS is in its final phase.

Expert Commentary

Military Victory in Mosul Likely to Lift P.M. Abadi’s Reelection Campaign | Bilal
Wahab, Soref Fellow, Washington Institute
"Politically, Prime Minister Haider al Abadi and the government in Baghdad will try to
maximize the political benefits of this victory. You can expect a show of force or a kind of
“mission accomplished” grandiose political gesture."

Iran Looks to Expand Influence in Iraq When Mosul Falls | Ahmad Majidyar, Fellow and
Director, Iran Observed Project, Middle East Institute
If recent past is prologue, though, the military victory in Mosul will not easily translate into
longterm peace and stability unless key security, political, social, and economic challenges
in the region are addressed.  

Today's Column: Strategic View

The Battle of Midway Still Teaches the Value of Intelligence, Decisive Action | Rear
Admiral (Ret.) Paul Becker, Senior Fellow, Center for Naval Analyses
At Midway, a larger Japanese fleet was surprised and defeated by smaller, less combat
experienced U.S. naval forces. Victory was enabled by superb intelligence, advanced by
sound decisionmaking, and assured by skill, courage, and sacrifice. Its lessons for war
planning, war fighting, and war winning are as applicable today as they were in 1942. 
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Today's Insight
The Hardest Fight Comes After Mosul Falls I Fritz Lodge, The Cipher Brief
After eight months of grinding conflict, Iraqi commanders are now confident that the battle
to retake Mosul from ISIS is in its final phase.

Expert Commentary

Military Victory in Mosul Likely to Lift P.M. Abadi's Reelection Campaign I Bilal
Wahab, Soref Fellow, Washington Institute
"Politically, Prime Minister Haider al Abadi and the government in Baghdad will try to
maximize the political benefits of this victory. You can expect a show of force or a kind of
"mission accomplished" grandiose political gesture."

Iran Looks to Expand Influence in Iraq When Mosul Falls I Ahmad Majidyar, Fellow and
Director, Iran Observed Project, Middle East Institute
If recent past is prologue, though, the military victory in Mosul will not easily translate into
long-term peace and stability unless key security, political, social, and economic challenges
in the region are addressed.

Today's Column: Strategic View
The Battle of Midway Still Teaches the Value of Intelligence, Decisive Action I Rear
Admiral (Ret.) Paul Becker, Senior Fellow, Center for Naval Analyses
At Midway, a larger Japanese fleet was surprised and defeated by smaller, less combat-
experienced U.S. naval forces. Victory was enabled by superb intelligence, advanced by
sound decision-making, and assured by skill, courage, and sacrifice. Its lessons for war
planning, war fighting, and war winning are as applicable today as they were in 1942.
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The Cipher Brief Daily Podcast

Get a daily rundown of the top security stories and previews of the exclusive content
available on The Cipher Brief.

Listen now - on iTunes or on our website

In Brief

With rising tensions between the U.S. and China, The Cipher Brief’s CEO and
Publisher Suzanne Kelly speaks with Graham Allison, author of Destined for War:
Can America and China Escape Thucydides’s Trap. As the Director of Harvard's
Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, he’s also a pre-eminent voice on
U.S.-China relations. With the release of his book this week, Graham tells Suzanne
why he believes the two superpowers are destined for war. 

Listen to In Brief: Graham Allison on Why the U.S. & China Are Destined for
War - or get it on iTunes

15 Minutes

This week on 15 Minutes, The Cipher Brief looks back at five groundbreakers in the
national security space. Each in his/her own right has blazed a trail for others to
follow - in policy, spycraft, and law enforcement. From Pentagon pioneer Michele
Flournoy to Steve Murphy, who co-lead the hunt for Colombian drug lord Pablo
Escobar, take 15 Minutes to hear from some of the leaders and change-makers in
national security and intelligence.

Listen to 15 Minutes with Trailblazers in National Security - or get it on iTunes. 

Don't Miss On The Cipher Brief

Dead Drop: June 2 | Anonymous
EAR WORMS: The website UltimateGuitar.com has collected ten songs that it says was
used by the CIA and the military to “torture” detainees. They helpfully provide links to
YouTube videos for each song in case you want to crank your amp up to 11 and sing
along. We are not sure how accurate (or complete) the list is – but agree that forcing
someone to listen to the “Meow Mix” commercial is cruel and inhuman.

Network Take: Does Climate Deal Pullout Affect National Security? | The Cipher Brief
Staff
Opponents of the deal argue that the Paris agreement would create an undue economic

burden on the United States with little effect on climate change. Others point to not just the

environmental effects, but also the potential impact on regional stability and security. So

The Cipher Brief reached out to its Network experts for their takes on President Trump’s

decision.

Climate Deal Pullout: Why it Matters | Kaitlin Lavinder, The Cipher Brief
The signatories of the 2015 Paris climate accord pledge to fight climate change by
reducing greenhouse gases and financing aiding poorer countries to do the same. The
United States is just behind China as the world’s second largest emitter of carbon dioxide.

Did Pyongyang Unleash WannaCry Worm? Be Sure Before Retaliating | Sarah Geary,
Senior Analyst, FireEye Horizons
The most telling piece of attributionrelated evidence is that WannaCry shares code with

The Cipher Brief Daily Podcast
Get a daily rundown of the top security stories and previews of the exclusive content
available on The Cipher Brief.

Listen now - on iTunes or on our website

In Brief
With rising tensions between the U.S. and China, The Cipher Brief's CEO and
Publisher Suzanne Kelly speaks with Graham Allison, author of Destined for War:
Can America and China Escape Thucydides's Trap. As the Director of Harvard's
Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, he's also a pre-eminent voice on
U.S.-China relations. With the release of his book this week, Graham tells Suzanne
why he believes the two superpowers are destined for war.

Listen to In Brief: Graham Allison on Why the U.S. & China Are Destined for
War - or get it on iTunes

15 Minutes
This week on 15 Minutes, The Cipher Brief looks back at five groundbreakers in the
national security space. Each in his/her own right has blazed a trail for others to
follow - in policy, spycraft, and law enforcement. From Pentagon pioneer Michele
Flournoy to Steve Murphy, who co-lead the hunt for Colombian drug lord Pablo
Escobar, take 15 Minutes to hear from some of the leaders and change-makers in
national security and intelligence.

Listen to 15 Minutes with Trailblazers in National Security - or get it on iTunes.

Don't Miss On The Cipher Brief
Dead Drop: June 2 I Anonymous
EAR WORMS: The website UltimateGuitar.com has collected ten songs that it says was
used by the CIA and the military to "torture" detainees. They helpfully provide links to
YouTube videos for each song in case you want to crank your amp up to 11 and sing
along. We are not sure how accurate (or complete) the list is — but agree that forcing
someone to listen to the "Meow Mix" commercial is cruel and inhuman.

Network Take: Does Climate Deal Pullout Affect National Security? I The Cipher Brief
Staff
Opponents of the deal argue that the Paris agreement would create an undue economic
burden on the United States with little effect on climate change. Others point to not just the
environmental effects, but also the potential impact on regional stability and security. So
The Cipher Brief reached out to its Network experts for their takes on President Trump's
decision.

Climate Deal Pullout: Why it Matters I Kaitlin Lavinder, The Cipher Brief
The signatories of the 2015 Paris climate accord pledge to fight climate change by
reducing greenhouse gases and financing aiding poorer countries to do the same. The
United States is just behind China as the world's second largest emitter of carbon dioxide.
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malware previously attributed to North Korean actors. This code does not appear to be
available in open source and would be very difficult for others to reverse engineer.

The Cipher Brief is hiring.

We’re looking for experienced and motivated individuals to help us pull back the
curtain on the complex security landscape. If you think you have what it takes, get in
touch.

Featured Job: Digital Media Manager

We’re looking for someone with a strong background in national security and
intelligence, a knack for creating killer content, and experience working with various
social media platforms in a news context. Find out more

The Cipher Take

Gunfire and Explosives Erupt at Manila Resort
A masked gunman opened fire on guests of a popular resort in Manila and detonated
explosives Friday. Police and SWAT teams put the resort on lockdown and guests and
employees have been evacuated. It is unclear how many people have been killed or
injured or how many gunmen are behind the attack.

The Cipher Take: 
While no group has taken credit for the attack, it coincides with a conflict between the

Maute Islamist extremist group and government forces that broke out last week. The

Philippines has struggled with various militant groups for years, however the situation has

grown worse in recent years. The rise of ISIS has emboldened many of these groups and

some have pledged allegiance or partnership with ISIS. 

Want more of The Cipher Take? Read the rest of our analysis on today's headlines
at thecipherbrief.com.

A MESSAGE FROM OUR SPONSOR

The world has never been more dangerous and complex for companies that operate on the global
stage. Cooley is your source to understand these threats and the framework of laws and
regulations around the world. Contact our global, highly specialized Privacy and Cybersecurity
group to learn more about how you can protect your enterprise platform.

Learn more

Cooley is a sponsor of The Cipher Brief's upcoming Annual Threat Conference.
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Gunfire and Explosives Erupt at Manila Resort
A masked gunman opened fire on guests of a popular resort in Manila and detonated
explosives Friday. Police and SWAT teams put the resort on lockdown and guests and
employees have been evacuated. It is unclear how many people have been killed or
injured or how many gunmen are behind the attack.

The Cipher Take:
While no group has taken credit for the attack, it coincides with a conflict between the
Maute Islamist extremist group and government forces that broke out last week. The
Philippines has struggled with various militant groups for years, however the situation has
grown worse in recent years. The rise of ISIS has emboldened many of these groups and
some have pledged allegiance or partnership with ISIS.

Want more of The Cipher Take? Read the rest of our analysis on today's headlines
at thecipherbrief com.
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Rob Dannenberg
 

Former Head of Security, Goldman Sachs
__________________

 
"IThe Cipher Brief will become the essential tool for risk management. It will 

change the way businesses think about security."
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